
 

Modern Mind Reading Magic Zee - DVD

Mentalism is not magic.

Mentalism is a way of demonstrating the supernatural ability for entertainment
purposes rather than using it to take advantage of others. With virtually
impromptu mentalism pieces, you can perform for crowds of any size at any time
using only borrowed objects.

Modern Mind Reading Magic Z (MMRMZ) is a best-of of Zee's mentalism
repertoire.

 In MMRMZ, you will find incredible routines that only use borrowed objects for
intimate mentalism performances. If you cannot find paper to write on, then you
can simply use napkins to demonstrate how great you are. If you can't get a hold
of anything to write on, then you can even use borrowed phones to begin your
private show. How more organic can this get!

What the pros are saying about Modern Mind Reading Magic Z

"I am sure you will find some great ideas here"
- Luca Volpe

"Clever, direct, and intimate mentalism"
- Jacob Smith

"...incredible hands and amazing mind!"
- Mark Calabrese

"The Kawaii subtlety is worth the project alone"
- sleightlyobsessed( Andrew Frost) 

"Zee's innovative way of polishing old principles left me shocked"
- Sion

What you will learn:

Gum Peek (Exclusive content for DVD Format only) - Use a gum pack as a
device. Technically a 50-cent peek device!
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$1000 Peek Wallet (Exclusive content for DVD Format only) - Thanks to all
those peek wallet makers for making awful-looking, unstylish wallets which
pushed me to come up with this

Apple Watch -An incredible multi-phase mind-reading routine. (No, you do not
need an Apple watch to perform it)

Breath Mint -100% Magician fooler

iBillet - Using any phone as a peek device!

College Tuition - Casually demonstrate the nearly impossible possibility

Bunny Star - Psychometry with a kicker ending.

Hello Bunny - A few pieces of paper and a pen is all that's needed to trigger a
heart-warming emotion.

1818 - Inspired by Seances with slates performed by psychics back in the 20th
century

Perfect Mental Epic - Hen Fetsch's Mental Epic on another level
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